
NRR Wednesday Route 11 

 

 

5.9 Miles  

 

Left off the drive through the spinney into Boughton 

Left to roundabout, cross over & down to Windhover 

Right on road towards Chapel Brampton, past bend and up hill towards village 

Just before village take bridleway on Left, follow obvious path up to road in Church Brampton 

Left on road to end of houses, then Right on lane to golf club 

At golf club Left on bridleway (gravelled road) 

Straight ahead, track drops down to railway arch 

Under railway and continue up path 

At top of path, Left to farm, round back of farm to kissing gate 

Through gate, over railway crossing (Beware of trains) 

Across three bridges, over BVW, up path to Welford Road 

Cross over onto The Pastures, Right, Left, Right onto Acre Lane 

Left up Link Road, Left to Whitehills pub, Left over Harborough Road 

Right Lynton Ave and back 

 

 

 

7.8 Miles  

 

Left off the drive through the spinney into Boughton 

Left to roundabout, cross over & down to Windhover 

At Windhover, Right on BVW away from Northampton 

At Brampton Halt, up onto road and Right to Chapel Brampton crossroads 

Over Welford Road then 1st Right along one-way road 

At bend continue ahead on footpath (Jacks lane) 

Go over farm road, continue ahead to 5 ways sign 

Take 1st Left path, follow past stables, cross over track and continue ahead on path to road 

Left to Church Brampton crossroads 

Right then 1st left into Golf Lane, continue ahead to golf club 

Straight ahead, track drops down to railway arch 

Under railway and continue up path 

At top of path, Left to farm, round back of farm to kissing gate 

Through gate, over railway crossing (Beware of trains) 

Across three bridges, over BVW, up path to Welford Road 

Cross over onto The Pastures, Right, Left, Right onto Acre Lane 

Left up Link Road, Left to Whitehills pub, Left over Harborough Road 

Right Lynton Ave and back 

 

 

 



9.0Miles  

 

Left off the drive through the spinney into Boughton 

Left to roundabout, cross over & down to Windhover 

At Windhover, Right on BVW away from Northampton as far as Merry Tom Lane 

Left on Merry Tom for 200 meters, then Left on path across fields up to Welford Road 

Left for 50 meters then Right towards Brampton Hill Farm 

After 100 meters Right on path to 5 ways sign 

Take 1st Left path, follow past stables, cross over track and continue ahead on path to road 

Left to Church Brampton crossroads 

Right then 1st left into Golf Lane, continue ahead to golf club 

Straight ahead, track drops down to railway arch 

Under railway and continue up path 

At top of path, Left to farm, round back of farm to kissing gate 

Through gate, over railway crossing (Beware of trains) 

Across three bridges, over BVW, up path to Welford Road 

Cross over onto The Pastures, Right, Left, Right onto Acre Lane 

Left up Link Road, Left to Whitehills pub, Left over Harborough Road 

Right Lynton Ave and back 

 

 

 


